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Abstract: Peer data management systems (PDMS) are a highly dynamic, decentral-
ized infrastructure for large-scale data integration. They consist of a dynamic set of
autonomous peers inter-connected with a network of schema mappings. Queries sub-
mitted at a peer are answered with local data and by data that is reached along paths of
mappings. Due to redundancies in the mapping network, query answering in PDMS
can be very inefficient if the complete query result is to be computed.

System P, a fully functional PDMS, compromises the completeness of the query
result and reduces cost by pruning the query plan at mappings that are estimated to
yield only few result tuples. The demo illustrates the following main components of
System P: (1) adaptive estimation of result cardinalities of intermediate queries us-
ing histograms, (2) completeness-driven query planning under limited resources using
specialized heuristics, and (3) the automatic generation of heterogeneous PDMS test
instances, controlled by a rich set of parameters.

1 Optimizing completeness in large-scale data integration

Sharing and integrating relevant information is a pressing problem. Peer data management
systems (PDMS) have been proposed to solve this task, because they can be extended to
large scales solely by de-centralized coordination [HHNR05]. Query answering in PDMS
can be very inefficient due to high redundancy in the network of mappings (Fig. 1). Ad-
ditionally, the schema mappings between the peers suffer from information loss due to
selections, which capture implicit knowledge about neighboring peers, and projections,
which reflect the fact that different peers may offer different attributes about a certain
real-world entity type.

In contrast to recent work [TH04], System P 1 consequently meets the important practi-
cal requirement of peers to retain as much autonomy as possible. In our PDMS, peers
only exchange queries with an associated budget and resulting tuple sets. The main idea
of completeness-driven query planning in System P is to prefer mappings to peers with
potentially large cardinalities and to prefer mappings to peers that preserve much of the
data collected by the peers “behind” a certain mapping. To prepare such decisions, each
peer ranks all of its outgoing peer mappings according to the potential amount of data

1See animated demo at www.informatik.hu-berlin.de/mac/SystemP/
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Figure 1: System P with automatically generated PDMS (left) and architecture of System P with
monitor peer and PDMS peer (right).

returned. On one hand, this is achieved by estimating result cardinalities using multi-
dimensional histograms. Second, the influence of data returned by an individual mapping
on the completeness of the local query plan of a peer is assessed using a completeness
model (Sec. 2.1). System P implements different strategies to control query planning re-
ferring to these completeness estimates (2.2).

Examples for application areas of large-scale PDMS are cooperations of scientific institu-
tions or disaster management, which will be covered in our demo. In this field, the com-
puting and networking resources may be restricted due to damaged infrastructure. PDMS
can also serve as a de-centralized infrastructure for mediation between ontologies in the
Semantic Web [HHNR05].

In general, PDMS tend to extreme inefficiency or even intractability when scaled up to
tens or hundreds of peers. Therefore, techniques optimizing query answering even at cost
of completeness are crucial for large-scale PDMS.

2 Components of System P

A query reformulated at a certain peer heavily branches into many more downstream
queries. If there is no pruning, the results of all these subsequent queries are transported
back. However, projections in the mappings may lead to a significant decrease of the
amount of data collected by all peers involved in downstream query answering. So assess-
ing that a certain mapping probably returns only few tuples can significantly save effort.

2.1 Estimating cardinality contributions

In [RN05] we discuss how a completeness model drawn from previous work can be applied
to PDMS. It provides formulas to locally calculate the completeness of query plans based
on projections and estimated result sizes of the mappings. Many peers are only reachable



indirectly from a particular peer. System P employs multi-dimensional histograms [AC99]
to estimate the cardinality of query results accessible by a certain mapping. This ap-
proach uses query feedback to maintain the histograms and is especially suited for PDMS,
because their dynamic nature forces to continuously adapt histograms to changing data
distributions. Because pruning of the search space and exploiting query feedback are con-
flicting goals, System P trades off between them to sufficiently keep track of data “behind”
a mapping.

2.2 Completeness-driven query answering

Query reformulation in System P adapts to the data distribution in the PDMS and the
information loss in mappings. Basically, a peer receiving a query must rank different
local query plans according to their potential result sizes and prune some.

Pruning subplans. The approach shown in the demo valuates each mapping in isolation
by comparing the result sizes assessed for local query plans (1) with and (2) without the
mapping. Intuitively, this provides us with a measure for the data contribution of a certain
mapping in the context of a certain local query plan. Our simple threshold-based pruning
approach only uses mappings, whose potential amount of returned data is above a certain
threshold [RN05].

Limited resources. To additionally bound resource consumption, we implemented query
planning strategies, which assume that peers accept a budget to be spent for answering a
query [RNHS06] . We distinguish a depth-first strategy and an approach that distributes
budget in proportion to the potential data contribution of a mapping. Both can be combined
with the refunding of budget not usable at a peer. We experimentally compared all of these
strategies and found that the efficiency gains of the budget-driven approach are comparable
to the threshold-based strategies. Our algorithms lead to interesting effects in exploring
the search space, which will be shown in the demo.

3 System P Architecture and Demonstration

The main components of System P are depicted in Fig. 1. PDMS Peers form the actual,
physically distributed PDMS. They run as stand-alone Java programs on any machine in
the network. The monitor peer serves as a central unit for controlling the creation of
the PDMS, providing a GUI, and collecting statistics about experiments. Additionally,
System P includes a powerful generator to automatically create large PDMS test instances.
The monitor peer serves as GUI to pose queries to any PDMS peer and to visualize how
queries propagate in the system and how query results are passed along.

Demonstration. The demonstration consists of three phases: (1) Generation of PDMS
instances, (2) initial adaption of the histograms, and (3) user queries and dynamic changes
of the PDMS instance.



PDMS Generation. In the first phase, the viewer can create a PDMS test instance by us-
ing a wizard provided by the monitor peer. Many parameters influencing properties of the
resulting PDMS can be varied. We use a complex reference schema from disaster man-
agement dealing with concepts like hospitals, medications, victims, and relief personnel.
Next, the resulting PDMS instance is distributed to PDMS peers running in a physically
distributed network: System P will run on several connected PCs to demonstrate that the
demo is not a simulation but a full-fledged PDMS.

Histogram adaption. Before user queries can be answered efficiently, the histograms
related to the mappings are adapted to the skewed multi-dimensional data distribution in
the PDMS. During this phase, the monitor peer reports the estimation accuracy of the
histograms.

Query answering in a dynamic PDMS. Now the system will answer user queries, op-
tionally controlled by a user-defined budget. The viewer can choose to pose conjunctive
queries with semi-interval comparison predicates to any peer or observe a randomly gen-
erated workload. System P graphically visualizes the propagation of intermediate peer
queries as well as the transfer of query results back to the peer the user query originated.
This intuitively displays how the search space of the PDMS is explored over time and
thus shows the differences between our strategies for budget spending. Additionally, we
will present PDMS instances illustrating the advantages and limitations of our strategies.
The efficiency of query answering is determined by comparing the cost in terms of map-
pings used and the result size. Moreover, the monitor peer displays the resulting overall
query plan for each user query. During this main phase, the viewer can change the PDMS
topology and data distribution by selectively turning peers offline and observe how the
histograms and the query answers of System P adapt to these changes.
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